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stargazing is an old habit. Most likely it dates back to the time, when
man began to reason.
the stars always had a strong influence to creation of all kind of all
mythology in all cultures we have evidence of.
starry skies service to the essence of the latein word: “religio”
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There is much evidence of the influence of the stars throughout all continents
ever inhabited by mankind. Remnants of such cultures are now to be seen that
remind us of their way to live; connected to the cosmos.
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Who ever has witnessed a starry sky like in the image sure will gather the majestic
beauty veiled behind. Sahelanthropus Chadensis might also have stared into the
night skies, as no afflicting light-pollution prohibited a deep sight.

According to myth, the milky-way was created by an incident, when little
Hercules was drinking devine milk at Hera’s breast. However when Hera
discovered the little boy who was not her son drinking from her nutritious milk, she
pushed him away. By that chance, a little of Hera’s milk was spit into the
skies,…forming the milky-way.

1. The milky-way is not the only one in the universe.
2. The universe expands.
3. Process of nuclear fusion in stars.
4. Gamma Ray Bursts
5. Explanation of conventional matter.
6. Exotic objects – Pulsars, Quasars, black holes.
7. Microwave background.
8. Dark matter.
9. exoplanets.
10. Solar neutrinos and helioseismology.

Modern science however, forms the
episteme based upon high
sophisticated telescope-techinque,
yielding in the 10 most significant
discoveries.

Exoplanets: more discoveries
Physics: inflationary expansion in the early
universe - stability?
Black holes:
evolution and stability. “the edge”
Formation of matter:
become witness of birth of the early
galaxies and stars
Synergisms to observatories
the unknown… ??? …
Still many intriguing questions remain to be answered. To accomplish this, we
need giant efforts to create giant telescopes.

ESO – ELT will be a giant among all observatories ever built. By the end of 2011,
the construction site at Cerro Armazones will be opened to finally house a
telescope comprising of a 42m diameter main mirror.
(wanna visit the observatory in 3d stereo – even before it is built? Then come to
the Ars Electronica Center Linz, where you can walk through the observatory
right now!)

5 mirrors
20 times sharper than HST
300 times more light that HST
5500 tons
360°full ROM
microsurgical precision
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However, on the level of form nothing that man ever creates is stable in terms of
the time-line. Even though when a minority makes us believe we can accomplish
stability, nature always teaches us to better walk in humility and overcome our
ambitions and intentions to exploit others and earth. When the sun of our so
called modern society will set, we shall be judged by those who follow. Would it
not be a good idea to raise buildings based upon peace and an international
effort to gain knowledge rather than those that only serve a minority in
increasing their power and wealth? Buildings that we will leave behind shall
become the calling-cards of our society.
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The sun was frequently addressed as a “glorious provider”, as we
find evidence in Agyptian culture e.g. in regards to the symbols of
the sun we learn, that ancient cultures have understood a lot
about the significance of the task of the sun, in terms of keeping a
distinct sphere shape space perfectly clean and prohibiting
influence from outer space that would prevent development of
live on earth for example. As matter and energy are equivalent
one could say, the sun is a center of high energy and a huge
focus of strength; keeping the energy-field around her in liveenabling status. Evolution of the so called swastika can be seen in
many cultures, such as Christian (left below), Asia and elsewhere.
The very essence however was always based upon worshipping
the glorious provider, the sun.
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Referring to Carl Sagan, one of the greatest cosmologists in the
late century we can squeeze 15 billion years of creation into one
earth year. Then we learn our milky-way showed up in January,
the sun and earth came into being by September. Modern
civilisation stuck its boot into earth in the last 2 tenths of a second
on the 31st of December. One single earthling however only lasts
for a trillionst part of a second…a diverting wink of a ultra short
moment we are passengers on the planet earth. One could
recommend: when you are in Rome, behave like the Romans
do…and do two things: find out the house-rules and act
according to them…by learning from mother nature.
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There have always been sencient humans on earth, trying to assess the ethical implications on being
man. Those people trusted in their 5 senses, logic and nature. But more than that, they were fully aware
about instruments beyond the common sensors we man is equipped with.
Intuition and the momentary status of sensing the world exterior of the level of form serves as a tool to
fully understand the cosmos we live in. the prominence of this knowledge only becomes graspable by
trying this out yourself. We are invited to step beyond the borders of common methods that are called
objective. The latein origin of this word means “objectere” – through out. Anything that is not evidenceable has to be thrown away from the episteme. What a self-mutilation! Why not use all human tools of
gathering wisdom when nature has furnished and presented us with this?
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know yourself
The infinite is the matrix
Fire Water Earth Air
Travel of the soul
Numbers are the keystones
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Pythagoras believed the numbers are the
keystones to understand the anatomy of the
cosmos. Particularly numbers 1,2 and 3 he
appreciated the most. He said these numbers
can be thought of very distinct particles of
clear size and height. Modern man would call
this “quantum”, like Max Planck did. However,
numbers, and trails of numbers can be found
anywhere in nature, as they truly seem to be a
conceptual structure of the cosmos.
Fibonacci’s numbers are just one good
example. Even an insignificant moment of
swaying ones wet hair is subject to that
structure. Be it the construction of plants, the
order of branches of such plant, the order of
successors of animals, the anatomy of a
thunderstorm, just to name a view, you will find
the same basic structure based upon numbers
almost anywhere in the cosmos.
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Numbers in arts can be found as the so called “golden cut”. Another
application of Fibonacci’s numbers. Whenever we sense a painting or
a photograph of a face as beautiful, we simply go in resonance with
the numbers veiled behind, that hover there in a harmonic relation.
Even music and harmonic sounds of course are encoded that way.
Kepler’s laws of planetary revolution is also a form of such order. He
was the first to pick up Pythagoras ideas to analyze them for
mathematical implications. A positive side-effect was the discovery of
the planetary laws.
Most amazing for me as a physician was to endeavour that the
relation of length of bones is liable to numbers.
This knowledge is rather old, as ancient buildings have been designed
based upon these relations.
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patha rei

hen kai pan
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Conceptual structure of micro- and macro-cosmos seems to be identical! Finally, evidence based
science reveals what has already been identified on an intuitive way so many thousand years before.
To the left is a part of the cosmic web, a display of macro-cosmos. To the right is a human neuron as
seen through a microscopic view.
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Orphicists, Pre-Socratics, Plotin, Eckhart, Nikolaus von Kues,
Kopernikus, Marsilio Ficino (corp. hermeticum), Pico de la
Mirandula, Raimundus Lullus, and so many others we do
not have evidence of.
People who boldly went where others refused even to
look at, as they decided to objectify essential elements of
a human being: the intuition. Objectere, the latein word
means: to throw out, to throw away from ones episteme.
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Heraklit’s “Pantha rei” refers to the rhythm of life. Evidence for such rhythm can be found anywhere,
when opening up the grand teaching-book of nature. Be it a star, that rises out of the ashes of a
decayed star that dissolved billions of years before. Planets are formed around the newborn star that
itself will have to wither away more or less spectacularly to give back all elements that have been
synthesized within the core of such star. The debris will serve as fundamental basis for the next
generation of stars.
Rhythm of solar position throughout the year (analemma by Anthony Ayiomamitis), the rhythm of the
seasons, day and night, rhythm of a human’s life. There is no reason to think, we as humans are
excluded from the very rhythm, Heraklit addressed as pantha rei.
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Natural law of
Cause/reaction

resonance

unity

Self-reliance of thoughts, emotion and action.
Self-observation and reflection (Interna Lectio)
Creation of a void mind in stillness
Clearance and reconnection to the source
Trust the intuition and sense that all is one
Acceptance of such rhythm and finding oneself embedded within makes life become more precious,
as it leads to realizing the importance of self-responsibility in thoughts, emotions and action. This makes a
self-conscious individual who is always aware about the essence of being. Self-observation serves a tool
to reflect upon ones true intentions and ambitions. Required is to let the mind become absolutely still,
which we find very difficult, as the mind is always un-disciplined active and “fires” one thought after the
other. We can think of the mind as a cup, that is replete with content, always spilling over the brim of
such cup. Turn the cup around and poor away what is in; then wait and do not fill it up from outside,
from the exoteric aspect of life, but wait what comes from your very core, from the esoteric aspect of
being. Mind is a wonderful tool but no more. To then sit in stillness and sense the substantial content from
being is a most fascinating experience.
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Ethical implications on astrophotography.
By increasing light-pollution, imaging in Europe has become almost impossible. The most dedicated
fotographers just transplant their observatory to very remote places to flee light-pollution. Then they go
on imaging and making glossy fotos of the universe. However, the question would be: astrofotos to serve
what purpose?
Taking starlight from starry night skies for displaying the universe to people not associated to the cosmos
is a good habit. But we have to make sure to run into an imbalance of give and take. What do we give
back to such starry night-skies? Again: what purpose does it serve to be committed to astro-fotography?
Create one glossy image after the other and present to the community; have it discussed and gain
recognition…but what for? Just to become a v.i.p.? Just to become famous? Just to pet an ego that
might receive its bruises from that community in different applications? Or can there be a more
devoted purpose as well, that reflects upon what we have learned before?
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Ethical implications on astrophotography.
Shall we go on referring to the planet earth as the playground for our egomaniacal ambitions? No !!! A
more ethical approach in astrophotography would match the needs for our society much more. We
shall no longer just have the images serve our own egoistical needs for becoming walking stories of
fame, as this is totally irrelevant in a global aspect of life.
Stand up and realize it is about time to give something back to the universe, that provides us all with the
beauty of starlight. Stand up and become an ambassador of star-light.
Even the balance out between take and give; give and take. Give something back to nature as nature
will always give something to you.
Be it, that you inform your vicinity about the problems of light-pollution, or be it, that you bring star-light
to the neighbors of yours. Tell people why it is so important to keep up the behaviour of stargazing! Why?
Because human bodies and everything on earth comprises of elements, having synthesized in stars that
have withered away so many billions of years in the past. We are off-spring of such stars, and therefore
children of the cosmos. So, when looking up to the stars, we kind of look back to our very origin.
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In 2010 the Ars Electronica Festival was dedicated to light-pollution and I was privileged to install a nice
symposium on this topic with international attention. Find lots of evidence based information about
Environmental- health – and economical impact of light-pollution to the society.
http://www.stargazer-observatory.com/light-pollution.html

Sources of light-pollution
Public illumination
(advertising)Industry
Private illumination
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lamps in public illumination.
We do not need the light at night elsewhere than on the street for orientation and directions. Light that
rays to both sides and/or even up will cause severe damage to the environment, health and public
costs.

Light pollution affects:

- insects accomplish pollination
- migrating birds
- whales, dolphins and corals
- buildings and architectural structures
- energy sources – 50% waist of energy
- maintenance
-

us

Lichtverschmutzung – Konsequenzen für die menschliche Gesundheit

Human health is based upon the circardian rhythm, which is (also) driven by the synthesis of melatonin,
a hormone. This can only be produced in sufficient amounts when it is dark in the night. There are
sensors in the human retina that do nothing else than measure the environmental luminosity. Light at
night prevents the synthesis. Melatonin however is positively associated to the immune-system,
responsible for the creation of dreams (which we need to stay healthy). What you miss during the night
you cannot compensate by swallowing some melatonin-pills, this does not work.

Lichtverschmutzung – Konsequenzen für die menschliche Gesundheit

Once the
Circadian rhythm is disturbed…
…we find increasing of …

…sleeping disorder
…impairment of vitality
…weakening of immune-system
…Significant increase of hormone-sensitive tumors
- breast cancer
- cancer of the prostate
(Davis et al.; Kloog et al.; http://www.israel21c.org/health/light-at-night-raises-breast-cancer-risk)

Lichtverschmutzung – Vorbilder - Laibach
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Lichtverschmutzung – Schlussfolgerung
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The message is not: lights out at night and
back to very ancient roots of millions of years
ago, as we are a modern society that needs
light at night. But the very message you will
find on the next slide.

Lichtverschmutzung – Schlussfolgerung - Botschaft

LAN is an accomplishment of modern society

The use however must be changed
to preserve:

Energy
Environment
Health

Here is a possible pathway for you of how to become an ambassador of star-light:
Google for terms like “light-pollution”; “dark skies” and you will find lots of information. Or maybe use the
astrofotographs you create and make them speak for the starlight you display in such images.
Or simply download a huge PDF-file from my website that feeds you with essential information about
light-pollution and way-out-scenarios.
Stand up and make the change. Pay tribute to the privilege of being human on this wonderful planet.
Maybe start sitting in stillness and learn to be present in the very moment there ever is, the now. (Eckhart
Tolle). Become aware of the unity we all are embedded in, connected and united, as we are
depending on each other. and as a consequence act as a self-reliant element of the cosmic unity.
It is not important how many people you will reach. What really matters is the attitude in your actions.
Stop being a v.i.p. – a very inactive person, but become active, not yesterday, not tomorrow, but right
now.

Go, reconnect to the source as …

…true beauty resides within
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